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Falcon Operational 
Support for Cloud 
Security
Accelerate deployment of your CrowdStrike Falcon 
cloud security solutions

Key benefits

Register and set up your 

accounts correctly in the  

Falcon platform

Identify weaknesses and 

misconfigured settings in your 

cloud images

Fortify the protection of your 

cloud workloads and containers

Improve time-to-value for cloud security

Ineffective installation and configuration of cloud security solutions and settings can 

create alert fatigue — or worse, silent failure of your cloud security solution to detect 

an active threat. 

Delays in correctly deploying and operationalizing the CrowdStrike Falcon® cloud 

security modules will decrease the time-to-value of this unified solution and expose 

your organization to the risk of a cloud security breach.

Optimize the configuration of cloud security 
modules for your Falcon platform 

CrowdStrike’s Falcon Operational Support for Cloud Security is designed to 

help you accelerate the deployment and operationalization of the cloud security 

modules within your unified CrowdStrike Falcon platform, including:

CrowdStrike Falcon® Cloud Workload Protection (CWP)

CrowdStrike Falcon® Horizon Cloud Security Posture Management

CrowdStrike Falcon® Discover for Cloud

 CrowdStrike® Container Security

CrowdStrike Services consultants provide expert advice and best practices for 

the successful deployment, configuration and operationalization of the Falcon 

cloud security modules to better protect your cloud workloads and platforms.



CrowdStrike Services  

Falcon Operational Support for Cloud Security

About CrowdStrike Services

CrowdStrike Services delivers Incident Response, Advisory Services, Technical 
Assessments, Product Support and Training that help you prepare to defend against 
advanced threats, respond to widespread attacks, enhance your cybersecurity 
practices and controls and operationalize your technology platform. 

We help our customers assess and enhance their cybersecurity posture, implement 
technologies, test defenses against real-world attacks, respond to incidents, 
accelerate forensic investigations, and recover from a breach with speed and precision. 
Harnessing the power of the CrowdStrike® Security Cloud and the CrowdStrike 
Falcon® platform, we help you protect critical areas of enterprise risk and hunt for 
threats using adversary-focused cyber threat intelligence to identify, track and prevent 
attacks from impacting your business and brand.

CrowdStrike:  

We stop breaches. 

Why choose 
CrowdStrike?

Optimum configuration: The 

CrowdStrike Services team 

helps organizations deploy 

and configure the Falcon cloud 

security modules and policies for 

optimal results.

Platform experience: The 

CrowdStrike Services team has 

unrivaled experience and skills 

in implementing and optimizing 

the Falcon cloud security 

modules based on hundreds of 

deployments to date.

Maximum protection: The 

CrowdStrike Services team 

implements best practices and 

generally accepted industry 

techniques that will optimize the 

operation of the Falcon cloud 

security modules to better 

protect your cloud workloads.

Learn more 
www.crowdstrike.com/services/

Email 
services@crowdstrike.com
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Key service features
Falcon Operational Support for Cloud Security delivers the services you need to accelerate 
the deployment and operationalization of the Falcon cloud security modules. The 
CrowdStrike team provides the following services:

Account registrations: Ensures AWS, Azure and/or GCP accounts are registered 
correctly in Falcon (with automation of the process for large volumes of accounts).

Sensor container deployment: Downloads and deploys Falcon sensors to containers, 
connects container registries, creates API keys, and supports the interaction between 
your Falcon administrators and Kubernetes team.

Cloud image scans: Identifies misconfigured cloud security settings in your cloud images, 
which could be exploited by a threat actor.

Falcon dashboard demos: Provides an overview of the Falcon cloud dashboards used to 
monitor and manage your cloud environment.

Configurations and customizations: Provides guidance on the Falcon indicators of 
misconfiguration (IOMs) and assists in the configuration of cloud security policies and 
best practices.

Technical integrations: Supports the integration of Falcon cloud detections and alerts in 
your security information and event management (SIEM) solution.

Runbook development: Develops runbooks and Helm charts for your AWS, Azure and 

GCP cloud environments.

https://www.crowdstrike.com/services/

